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Accurate geometries of carbon nanocones of different sizes with a triangle, square or pentagon at the
apex have been determined for the first time using a quantum chemical optimization method. The
structure close to the apex is distorted from an ideal conical surface. The charging effect of the
central defect is quite different from that predicted by tight-binding calculations. The symmetry
behavior of the frontier orbitals and the size of the highest occupied molecular orbital–lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital gap versus cone type and size is explained. The density of states
quickly converges towards that of graphite when the size of the cone increases. In comparison to
previous results in the literature it is found that the local densities of states of cones, that are locally
different but belong to the same topo-combinatoric class, share common features.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1757440#

I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon networks such as fullerenes, nanotubes, and
nanocones, have attracted the interest of both theoreticians
and experimentalists, owing to their unique properties. In
this paper we will be concerned with nanocones, which are
pieces of graphene where defects are introduced to create a
net curvature.

Balabanet al.1 have performed a group theoretical and
tight-binding study of finite cones with one defect at the apex
and examined the variation of the highest occupied molecu-
lar orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~HOMO–
LUMO! gap with the size of the cone. In a recent paper,2

Klein introduced a ‘‘topo-combinatoric’’ classification of the
cones based on their connectivity. The tight-binding local
density of states~LDOS! and charge have been calculated by
Tamuraet al.3,4 for infinite cones with the recursion method
introduced by Haydocket al.5 In Ref. 6, a continuum model
was used by Lammertet al. to calculate the LDOS around
the Fermi level. Osipovet al.7 and Pincak and Osipov8 have
used in very recent works a different continuum model with
quite different results.

Computational studies exist for more complex cones
also. Berberet al.9 have calculated with a parameterized lin-
ear combination of atomic orbitals~LCAO! method the
LDOS and charge distributions of several nanocones with
five pentagons at the apex arranged in different ways. Carroll
et al.10 have successfully compared experimental and theo-
retical tight-binding LDOS, obtained with Haydocks recur-
sion method5 to guess the structure of the cone. Charlier and
Rignanese11 have studied cones having from one to five pen-
tagons; Haydocks tight-binding recursion method was ap-
plied to generate the LDOS of the apex and density func-
tional theory–local density approximation~DFT-LDA!
calculations were performed on some examples to validate

these results and to identify the states localized at the apex.
Shenderovaet al.12 also calculated the LDOS for a cone with
one pentagon. Yamaguchi has used the discrete variational-
Xa-LCAO method to calculate the electronic states, charges
and charge density maps of finite cones from one13,14to three
pentagons,14 but without optimization of the structure; in
Ref. 13 it was assumed that the bonds were alternating single
and double and in Ref. 14 all bond lengths were set equal.
Kobayashi15 simulated a scanning tunneling microscope
~STM! image of a cone with one pentagon at the apex. This
image was experimentally confirmed by Anet al.16

In this work we investigate several cones with a triangle,
square, or pentagon at the apex and of different sizes. Since
in the literature either no optimization was performed13,14 or
the optimization was performed with an empirical
method,11,12,15 we performed optimizations on the investi-
gated cones making use of advanced quantum mechanical
methods. The chosen method was the DFT with the popular
B3LYP functional. We present bond lengths and out-of-plane
distortions. We were thus able to determine to which degree
the cones deviate from an ideal cone structure. We find that
there is a buckling of the cone at the apex. Since the top
region does not change significantly when further increasing
the cone, these results are also relevant for larger cones. The
cone angle of a finite cone with a pentagon at the apex con-
verges much slower with cone size to the angle of an infinite
cone as compared to finite cones with triangular or square
apices. We also investigated the electronic properties of the
nanocones. We explain why the size of the HOMO–LUMO
gap is fairly independent of the nature of the central defect.
The charging effect of a triangular or square defect is quite
different from that predicted by tight-binding calculations.4

Finally, we find common characteristics in the LDOS of
nanocones belonging to the same topo-combinatoric class.
While the literature mainly considered large or infinite cones
we now focus on small cones and investigate how their small
size influences the properties.
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II. THE MOLECULAR MODELS AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS

In our reference system, thez axis is defined as the prin-
cipal axis of the cone. Letx, y, z be the coordinates of a point
on an ideal conical surface. When plottingz versus R
5Ax21y2 for an ideal cone, the cone anglea is defined as
the opening angle between the two opposite sides of the
cone.

For a trivalent network, there are five possible cone
angles:

a~n!52 arcsin~12n/6!,

with n ranging from 1 to 5. Forn56 a plane is obtained.
However, the cone angle is not sufficient to define the global
structure of a cone. Klein2 has found that there are eight
different classes of cones based on the global arrangement of
the hexagons on the cone; forn ranging from 2 to 4 there are
two classes for eachn while there is only one class forn
51 andn55. Of course cones of the same class can still be
locally different by a different arrangement and nature of the
defects.

This work treats only the standard graphitic cones, as
defined by Balabanet al.;1 these are cones with one defect at
the apex, son is in this case equal to the number of vertices
of the central defect. Following the definition in Ref. 1, the
chemical formula of such cones is Cnr2Hnr , with r 21 the
number of rings of hexagons around the centraln-gon. We
adopt the notation (n,r ) to assign such a cone. The studied
cases aren53, 4, 5, 6 withr 52, 3, 4 and alsor 55 for n
55. For evenr, or for n56, which is a hexagonal piece of
graphene, the structure is always a closed shell in neutral
form.1 The (3,2j 11) structure is a radical with one electron
occupying a doubly degenerateE orbital, and the (5,2j 11)
structure is a radical with three electrons occupying a doubly
degenerateE orbital.1 So for these cases one electron has,
respectively, been removed and added to obtain a closed
shell structure. The (4,2j 11) is an open-shell diradical spe-
cies where two electrons occupy a degenerateE orbital. In
this case, two electrons have been removed. The initial struc-
tures have been obtained by taking a hexagonal piece of
graphene, cutting out 62n sectors and gluing the remainder
part; in other words, the initial coordinates lie on a perfect
cone. Optimized structures were obtained with DFT in con-
junction with the B3LYP functional with a valence double
zeta plus polarization basis set for the carbon atoms and a
valence double zeta basis set for the hydrogen atoms, using
theTURBOMOLE code.17 To extract the overlap matrix and the
coefficients of the atomic orbitals, a single point calculation
of the electronic energy at the optimized structure was per-
formed with the software packageNWCHEM18 using the same
functional and basis set. The charge distribution has been
calculated using the Mulliken population analysis. The
~DOS! is equal to

N~E!5(
k

d~E2Ek!,

where theEk are the electronic levels of the system andd is

the Dirac delta function. Since we are dealing with finite
systems the Dirac delta functions were replaced by Lorentz-
ians

d~E2Ek!'
2v

4~E2Ek!
21v2

,

wherev is a broadening factor, in all calculations set equal
to 0.01 Hartree or 0.272 eV. This choice gives a good spec-
tral resolution and is comparable to the broadening used in
other works, for example 0.1 eV in Ref. 15 and 0.3 eV in
Ref. 9. The LDOS projected on an atomic orbitalua& is equal
to

ra~E!5
2

p (
k

v

4~E2Ek!
21v2

u^auk&u2,

where we have used the bra-ket notation anduk& represents
the wave function belonging to energyEk . By expandinguk&
into an atomic basis setub& we find for ^auk&

^auk&5(
b

^aub&cbk5(
b

Sabcbk ,

whereSab is the atomic orbital overlap between orbitalsua&
and ub& andcbk is the atomic orbital coefficient for orbitalb
and wave functionuk&. To calculate the totals contribution to
the LDOS on a carbon atomi ~s-LDOS! we have orthogo-
nalized the fours orbitals19 and afterwards summed the
LDOS of these new orbitals. This is done because LDOS is
only additive for orthonormal orbitals. A similar procedure
has been applied to obtain thep contribution to the LDOS
~p-LDOS!. The atoms of a carbon nanocone have a certain
degree of pyramidalization, so the symmetry distinction be-
tweens andp is lost and a geometric criterion was invoked
to distinguish the two modes. To investigate thep character
of the LDOS ~p-LDOS!, a direction perpendicular to the
plane defined by the atom’s three neighbors has been chosen.
The two p orbitals pointing in this direction have been or-
thogonalized and the LDOS of these two orbitals added. The
s-LDOS has been obtained by adding the LDOS of thep
orbitals, that lie in the plane defined by the atom’s three
neighbors, and thes-LDOS.

As a reference, the electronic structure of an infinite
graphite sheet has been calculated without optimization, with
an interatomic distance of 1.42 Å, using the software pack-
age BAND.20–22 The applied method in this case was again
DFT in conjunction with the Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair
~VWN!23 correlation functional and the LB9424 functional
for the LDA and generalized gradient approximation~GGA!
part of the exchange functional, respectively, using a typical
basis set for ansp2 carbon atom, modified following the
known recommendations for basis set dependency problems.
The DOS, and thes- andp-LDOS were obtained and found
to be in agreement with previous calculations on
graphite.25–28

There is a controversy in the literature about the mean-
ingfulness of DFT orbitals. We follow the arguments of
Baerends and Gritsenko29 and Stowasser and Hoffmann30

that the Kohn–Sham orbitals are very suitable for qualitative
chemical applications.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Geometry

A general way of numbering the inequivalent carbon at-
oms is shown in Fig. 1~a! where a sector corresponding to
onenth of the graph of a cone is presented. We define also
the row numberu: when considering the atoms of one sector,
all atoms that are the (u21)th nearest neighbor of the apex
atom belong to the same rowu. Atoms in a row with odd
number are of type 1 and are marked with a black circle, the
atoms in a row with even number are of type 2 and are
marked with a white circle. Atoms of the same numberu are
expected to ‘‘feel’’ about the same influence from the central
defect. The edge carbon atoms are attached to a hydrogen
atom and have row numberu52r 21. They can be divided
into armchair edge atoms~a neighboring carbon atom is also
an edge atom! and zigzag edge atoms~the neighboring car-
bon atoms are not edge atoms!. The linesAi andA' , parallel
and perpendicular to the bonds are also presented. Figure
1~b! shows the optimized structure of the~5,5! cone.

1. Bond lengths

In Refs. 13 and 14 cones were studied without optimi-
zation. In Ref. 13 an alternating single and double bond con-
figuration was assumed with 1.56 Å for the single and 1.34 Å
for the double bonds. Since it was noticed that this structure
is very strained, in Ref. 14 all bonds were assumed equal and
set to 1.42 Å, which corresponds to the bond length in
graphene. In Table I we show the bond lengths of the opti-
mized structures.

Not all bond lengths are equal, as was supposed in Ref.
14. But it is also clear that the alternating single and double
bond configuration assumed in Ref. 13 is much too extreme;
only bonds at the edge and bond 1–2 at the apex can be
smaller than 1.40 Å. The 1–18 bond length increases in the
following ordern55,6,3,4, irrespective ofr. The short
1–18 bond forn55 can be attributed to the negative charge
on the pentagon. The short 1–2 bond and the long 2–3 bond
can be attributed to the local curvature of the system, be-
cause the bulk bond length approaches that of graphite~1.42
Å! whenn increases. On the other hand, the shortness of the
armchair edge bond in all studied systems can be attributed
to the fact that it is the only bond where both carbon atoms
are attached to an electron-donating hydrogen atom.

2. Deviation from ideal cone structure

For ideal cones, the cone angles are equal to 60°, 83.6°,
and 112.9° forn53, 4, 5, respectively. In Table II the devia-
tion from this angle is calculated with the following formula:

Da5a f2a,

with a the cone angle of a perfect infinite cone. The anglea f

is equal to

a f5180°22 tan21~m!,

with m the slope of the linear function that is the best least-
squares fit for the points$RC ,zC%, with RC5AxC

2 1yC
2 and

xC , yC , zC the Cartesian coordinates of the carbon atoms of
the cone; the principal axis is chosen to be thez axis. An
example is given for the~3,4! cone in Fig. 2. Soa f is the
cone angle of a cone that fits best the carbon atoms.

FIG. 1. ~a! Graphical scheme and numbering of one sector of a cone. The
atoms are classified in stripes labeled with the row numberu. ~b! Optimized
structure of a~5,5! cone. The zigzag and armchair edge atoms are indicated.

TABLE I. Bond lengths of cones withr 54 and r 55, numbering as in
Fig. 1~a!.

Bond ~3,4! ~4,4! ~5,4! ~6,4! ~5,5! Bond ~5,5!

1–18 1.443 1.458 1.418 1.426 1.421 9–11 1.440
1–2 1.374 1.379 1.408 1.422 1.399 10–12 1.445
2–3 1.464 1.450 1.430 1.426 1.434 11–13 1.411
3–38 1.440 1.427 1.453 1.420 1.437 11–14 1.429
3–4 1.428 1.428 1.417 1.430 1.422 12–14 1.391
4–5 1.446 1.438 1.425 1.425 1.431 12–15 1.449
4–6 1.421 1.420 1.440 1.423 1.428 15–158 1.363
6–68 1.431 1.431 1.429 1.423 1.427 ¯ ¯

5–7 1.426 1.427 1.446 1.435 1.429 ¯ ¯

6–8 1.442 1.441 1.430 1.441 1.429 ¯ ¯

7–9 1.434 1.429 1.417 1.419 1.427 ¯ ¯

8–9 1.394 1.394 1.431 1.393 1.427 ¯ ¯

8–10 1.455 1.452 1.425 1.445 1.427 ¯ ¯

10–108 1.364 1.364 1.387 1.363 1.420 ¯ ¯

TABLE II. Difference Da between ‘‘best fitting cone’’ angle and theoretical
cone angle.

r \n 3 4 5

2 5.59° 8.49° 21.90°
3 20.95° 0.86° 4.86°
4 20.52° 0.07° 2.21°
5 ¯ ¯ 0.56°
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It is obvious that the deviation decreases whenr in-
creases, in particular when going fromr 52 to r 53, because
of loss of flexibility. The maximal deviation is found for the
corannulene moleculen55, r 52, indicating that this mol-
ecule is much more planar than predicted by the ideal cone
angle. This tendency also persists for greaterr; uDau is al-
ready less than 1° forn53, 4 andr>3, while for n55 this
is true for r>5. It is clear that pentagons allow for much
more flexibility than triangles or squares. The fits score very
well with R2>0.997 in all cones andR2 is in general higher
for largern. The hydrogen atoms attached to armchair edge
carbon atoms do not coincide well with the surface of the
cone, except whenn55. We have also performed restrained
fittings with only the atoms included that are lying onAi in
Fig. 1. The corresponding angle is only slightly different
from a f ; for r .3, the difference is always less than 1°. We
can conclude that there are no fold lines in nanocones. This
result is not self-evident, since it was found that pentagons
induce fold lines in large fullerenes with high symmetry.31

Fold lines have also been observed in nanotubes32 and their
influence on the electronic structure was studied.33

3. Out-of-plane distortions

The out-of-plane distortion~OPD! of a carbon atom is
defined by the distance in Angstro¨m between the atom and
the plane formed by its three neighbors. It is a measure of the
pyramidality of an atom. An atom with a higher OPD will be
more reactive because the orbital lobe on the carbon atom,
pointing perpendicular to the plane defined by its three
neighbors, will be sticking out more due to hybridization. In

Table III the OPD’s of the atoms of the unrelaxed cones and
of the relaxed (n,4) and ~5,2! cones are tabulated. Forn
56 these values are of course all equal to zero, because
these systems are completely planar. The OPDs of the other
systems are all very similar to those tabulated, with the pos-
sible exception of the OPD of edge carbon atoms which are
less relevant anyway. Only the~5,2! structure deviates: its
atoms have a lower OPD than the ones of~5,3!, ~5,4!, and
~5,5!. This is due to its high flexibility, which was also re-
sponsible for its high cone angle. The OPDs of the atoms of
the ~5,5! structure with atom number higher than ten are all
smaller than 0.037, while the atoms with lower number have
almost the same OPD as for the~5,4! structure. This is an
indication that the top structure~atoms 1–8! will not change
significantly when further increasing the cone. The OPD of
atoms with number higher than 8 are already very low, so
structure relaxation will be less important here. In other
words, when considering cones that are too big to optimize,
one can take the coordinates of relaxed (n,4) or (n,5) cones
for atoms 1–8, and the coordinates of the perfect cone for
atoms of higher number. This is also validated by the fact
that the cone fits score very well and that the difference of
cone angle of the optimized~3,4!, ~4,4!, or ~5,5! structures
and the ideal cone angle is very small. When we compare the
values of the relaxed structures with those of the unrelaxed
structures, i.e., where the atoms lie on a perfect cone, the
most important difference is that in the latter case the OPD
of the second atom is now smaller than that of the third,
mainly because the OPD of the second atom increases with
optimization. This means that the relaxation involves a buck-
ling of the cone apex. As can be expected, the apex atoms
have the largest value while the OPD of atom 2 is roughly
half that of atom 1. For both atoms the value decreases
roughly by 1/3 whenn increases by 1, while the variation
with r is much lower. When considering cones with the same
r, an atom with a given number will always have a lower
OPD, thus will be less reactive, whenn increases from 3 to
5. When comparing atoms of the same row, it is in general
true—both for relaxed and for unrelaxed cones—that an
atom closer toAi has a larger OPD than an atom closer to
A' , but the difference between the two decreases whenn

FIG. 2. The coordinates (RC ,zC) of the atoms and the line that best fits the
coordinates of the carbon atoms for a~3,4! cone. Thez coordinate was
shifted so that the fit goes through the origin. Diamonds are used for the
position of carbon atoms and stars for hydrogen atoms. In the inset the
optimized structure of the~3,4! cone is presented.

TABLE III. Out-of-plane distortions of unrelaxed cones and relaxed (n,4)
and ~5,2! cones.

Atom

Perfect cone Relaxed

(3,r ) (4,r ) (5,r ) ~3,4! ~4,4! ~5,2! ~5,4!

1 0.607 0.462 0.299 0.617 0.454 0.197 0.259
2 0.229 0.151 0.151 0.340 0.219 0.091 0.133
3 0.248 0.164 0.164 0.232 0.152 0.035 0.103
4 0.152 0.099 0.099 0.161 0.100 ¯ 0.054
5 0.169 0.111 0.111 0.188 0.123 ¯ 0.058
6 0.145 0.094 0.094 0.134 0.085 ¯ 0.046
7 0.110 0.071 0.071 0.119 0.074 ¯ 0.034
8 0.110 0.071 0.071 0.088 0.055 ¯ 0.035
9 0.118 0.077 0.077 0.103 0.067 ¯ 0.043

10 0.103 0.067 0.067 0.047 0.032 ¯ 0.022
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increases. The OPD of armchair edge carbon atoms of a
relaxed structure is much lower than that of the correspond-
ing unrelaxed structures.

B. Charge distribution

The table of Mulliken charges is given as an EPAPS
document.34 The charge varies most in the apex-base direc-
tion; in the circumferential direction there is less variation.
All edge carbon atoms carry a negative charge because of the
electron transfer from the hydrogen atom to the carbon atom,
a feature that was also found in Refs. 13 and 14, but forr
.2 this charge is not equally distributed. In almost all cases,
the charge of an edge carbon atom is bigger when it is closer
to the Ai line. Only for r 52 andn53, 4 they are almost
equal. The neighboring row of carbon atoms always carries a
positive charge, but this charge is in general lower in abso-
lute value and, in case there are inequivalent atoms, the
charge is distributed almost equally. So we have a kind of
electric double layer. For the bigger cones (r>3) the third
row of atoms counting from the edge is also positively
charged, but the absolute value is again lower. So the charg-
ing effect of the edge dies gradually out when moving away
from the edge. A possible charging effect of the centraln-gon
will of course be smaller than that of the edge, because fewer
atoms are involved. Tamuraet al.3,4 studied the charging ef-
fect of the central defect of an infinite cone with Haydock’s
recursive tight-binding method. They obtain that for oddn,
the charge at the defect itself is negative forn54 j 11, posi-
tive for n54 j 21 and decreases in absolute value whenn
increases. For evenn no charge is predicted. So triangles
should be positively charged centers and pentagons nega-
tively charged, while hexagons and squares are neutral.
However, from our calculations34 for n53 it is clear that the
positive charge is not on the first but rather on the second
atom, with a value of around 0.11–0.12 forr 52, 3, 4. In the
case ofn55 it is indeed the first atom that is most negatively
charged, with a lower value of 0.07–0.1, with the exception
of r 52 where this atom is almost neutral, probably because
the edge is close; this induces a positive charge that assimi-
lates the negative charge due to the defect. This negative
charge was not found for the structures withn55 studied in
Ref. 13, but on the other hand it was found on the pentagons
of the nanohorns studied in Ref. 9. Forn54 we obtain un-
expectedly that atom 1 is positively charged and atom 2 is
more negatively charged, except forr 52 where atom 1 is
positive but atom 2 is almost neutral, which can again be
ascribed to the nearby presence of the edge. In the case of
n56 all carbon atoms except the edge carbon atoms are
positively charged, which is as expected since there is no
central defect. But one can see from the table in the EPAPS
document,34 when neglecting the edge carbon atoms and the
next row, that atoms of type 1 have a lower charge than
atoms of type 2. The hydrogen atoms carry almost always a
positive charge; for the larger neutral (n,4) cones the charge
varies between 0.03 and 0.05. Note that the Mulliken method
gives only a qualitative picture of the charge distribution;
results from alternative methods might deviate but should
provide the same overall trends.

C. Frontier orbitals

The nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonians, with
one single transfer parameter,b, of the cones can be block
diagonalized into matrices of different rotational symmetry

H~n,r !→H2p l /n~r !, l 50,...n21.

Since b,0, negative eigenvalues correspond to bonding
wave functions and positive eigenvalues to antibonding wave
functions. The highest bonding molecular orbital~HBMO! of
H(n,r ) corresponds to the negative eigenvalue that is the
smallest in absolute value. The lowest antibonding molecular
orbital ~LAMO ! corresponds to the smallest positive eigen-
value. The same definition can be used forHk(r ): we define
Ek

H (Ek
L) as the HBMO~LAMO ! of Hk(r ).

In Fig. 3,Ek
H andEk

L have been plotted versusr, r rang-
ing from 2 to 16. Note that the energy levels are symmetri-
cally distributed around the Fermi level whenn is even, due
to the bipartiteness of the graph. One can clearly observe
damped oscillations of period two. There are three different
types visible:

~1! for k equal to 0,62p/5, and 62p/6, so for 0<uku
,p/2, Ek

L (uEk
Hu) is small ~large! for even r and large

~small! for odd r;
~2! for k equal to 62p/3, 64p/5, and p, so for p>uku

.p/2, uEk
Hu (Ek

L) is small ~large! for even r and large
~small! for odd r; and

~3! for k56p/2 and evenr, Ek
L52Ek

H and they are both
large, while for oddr, they become one level at energy
zero.

From Figs. 3~c! and 3~d! one can also deduce that twoEk
H or

two Ek
L , with differentk but both of the same type, become

equal for larger. In Ref. 1, Balabanet al. have made a study
of the tight-binding HOMO–LUMO gap, including only the
cases with a closed valence shell. They found that the
HOMO–LUMO gap decreased exponentially withr, and that
when r was large enough, the behavior was about the same
for all n, except forn51, for which a higher gap was found.
This observation can now be explained: forn.1, the Hamil-
tonian can be decomposed into differentHk(r ) with at least
one where 0,uku,p/2 and one wherep.uku.p/2, so for
eachr there will always be a smallEk

L and a smalluEk
Hu,

which gives rise to a small HOMO–LUMO gap for the
closed shell structures. Forn51 the gap is determined only
by E0

H andE0
L , and sinceuE0

Hu andE0
L are never small for the

samer, the gap is bigger than forn.1. We found also that
for all r, uE2p/5

H,L u,uE2p/6
H,L u,uE0

H,Lu and uE2p/3
H,L u,uE4p/5

H,L u
,uEp

H,Lu, so a deviation ofk from 0 or p gives rise to a
lowering of uEk

H,Lu. This effect disappears for higherr, which
explains that for higherr, all cones withn.1 have a similar
HOMO–LUMO gap. From these considerations one can
conclude the following: for oddr the HBMO and LAMO are
of, respectively,A andE symmetry forn53, of E1 andE2

symmetry forn55, and of E1g and E2u symmetry forn
56, while the reverse is true for evenr. Only for r 52,
uE0

Lu5uE2p/3
L u, so for the~3,2! structure there is an accidental

degeneracy for the LUMO due to the tight-binding approxi-
mation. Forn54 and oddr there is a nonbonding orbital of
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E symmetry. For evenr, r ,8, the HOMO and LUMO are
both ofE symmetry, but whenr>8 the HOMO will be ofB
symmetry and the LUMO ofA symmetry.

To make a comparison between the tight-binding and the
DFT results possible, the following consideration should be
made: since the DFT calculations require a closed shell, we
have to compare for oddr andn53, 5 the DFT HOMO and
LUMO of the charged structures—singly positively charged
for n53 and singly negatively charged forn55—with the
tight-binding HBMO and LAMO. For oddr and n54, the
tight-binding calculations predict a half-filled nonbonding
doubly degenerateE orbital. So one should compare the
symmetry of the LUMO DFT orbital of the doubly positively
charged~4,3! structure with this tight-binding orbital. For
even r and/or n56, one can simply compare HOMO and
LUMO, which are in this case identical to HBMO and
LAMO, respectively, obtained from both calculations.

In this respect, the DFT calculations are mostly in accor-
dance with the tight-binding calculations. The exceptions are
the ~3,4! and ~5,2! cones. In the first case, the LUMO sym-
metries do not match: in DFT an orbital ofA2 symmetry—
which was the LUMO predicted by tight-binding theory—
appears to have raised with respect to two other orbitals: one
of E symmetry and one ofA1 symmetry. In the second case,
two levels ofE1 andE2 symmetry—which are very close to
each other—have switched position, such that the HOMO
now has a different symmetry than what was predicted by the
tight-binding model. In Fig. 4 the DFT HBMO–LAMO gap
versusr is plotted forn53, 4, 5, 6. The charging effect on
the frontier orbitals for oddr andnÞ6 seems to cancel when
considering the difference between them. It is clear that the
gap decreases asr increases, which is as expected, since in

the limit r→` the HBMO–LAMO gap should be zero as it
is for graphene. The gap does not deviate much withn; in
fact, the gaps for differentn but samer become equal when
r increases. This is consistent with the findings in Ref. 1. The
~4,3! structure has a zero gap since the LUMO of this doubly
charged structure is anE orbital, which corresponds to the
nonbondingE orbital obtained with the tight-binding calcu-
lation.

D. Density of states and local density of states

In Ref. 15 a simulated STM image of a~5,10! cone was
generated using both an effective mass theory model and a

FIG. 3. The LAMO and HBMO with rotational characteristick of the tight-binding matrix of an (n,r ) cone in function ofr. In the inset the central polygon
is given.~a! (3,r ) cones. Thin line:k50 ~A symmetry!. Bold line: k562p/3 ~E symmetry!. ~b! (4,r ) cones. Thin black line:k50 ~A symmetry!. Thin gray
line: k5p ~B symmetry!. Bold line:k56p/2 ~E symmetry!. ~c! (5,r ) cones. Thin black line:k50 ~A symmetry!. Bold line:k562p/5 (E1 symmetry!. Thin
gray line:k564p/5 (E2 symmetry!. ~d! (6,r ) structures. Thin black line:k50 (Au symmetry!. Thin gray line:k5p (Bg symmetry!. Bold black line:k
562p/6 (E1g symmetry!. Bold gray line:k562p/3 (E2u symmetry!.

FIG. 4. Energy difference between the lowest antibonding orbital and the
highest bonding orbital in function ofr, calculated with DFT. The symbols
correspond to the central polygon.
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DFT calculation. The result was a)3) superstructure35

consisting of ring patterns which reproduce the petal-like
structure observed in experiments.16 The effective mass cal-
culation showed that this was due to wave functions that
decay from the central defect.

In Refs. 3 and 4 the tight-binding LDOS was calculated
with the recursive tight-binding method for infinite cones
with, among others, a square and a pentagon at the apex. The
LDOS at an apex atom and at successive neighbors was pre-
sented. It was found that the LDOS at an apex atom is quite
different from that of graphene, but this difference quickly
disappears when moving away from the defect. The same
method could be applied for a triangle, but one could also
use the analytic expression of the wave function of a cage
consisting of hexagons and four triangles, as obtained in a
previous work,36 applied for an infinitely large cage.

When the size of the cone increases, one expects the
DOS to evolve towards that of graphene. The DOS of graph-
ite has been studied analytically in Refs. 37–39 and with
computational methods in Refs. 25–28. As a reference, in
Fig. 5 the DOS, thes-LDOS andp-LDOS of graphene are
presented in dashed lines, obtained with DFT with function-
als VWN and LB94, while Fig. 6~a! shows thep-only tight-
binding LDOS of graphene. To compare both figures, one
should take the tight-binding transfer parameterb'22.5 eV.
It is clear that the tight-binding DOS of graphene, which is
symmetric around the Fermi level, is very different from the
DOS obtained with DFT, except in the neighborhood of the
Fermi level. Figure 6~b! shows the tight-binding LDOS at
the zigzag edge of a half-infinite graphene sheet and Fig. 6~c!
at the armchair edge of a half-infinite graphene sheet. The
edge profiles were obtained using the analytic expression of
the wave function at the edge of a finite zigzag tube and a
finite armchair tube as presented in a previous work,40 ap-
plied for an infinite diameter and length. Note that a small
broadening of 0.002ubu is applied to make the central peak of
Fig. 6~b!, which is actually a Dirac delta peak, visible. The
main difference between the tight-binding LDOS of
graphene and the LDOS at a zigzag or armchair edge of
half-infinite graphene is that the former decreases very
steeply at the band edge at63b to zero, while the latter
decreases more smoothly. This can be understood when con-
sidering the totally bonding~or totally antibonding! wave
function of graphene: bonding is realized with all three
neighbors of a given atom. So it is impossible for this wave
function to cover the half-infinite graphene sheet. Close to
this totally bonding or antibonding wave function there will
be less wave functions of the half-infinite graphene sheet
compared to the infinite graphene sheet. There are also im-
portant differences between the LDOS of a zigzag edge and
of an armchair edge; the former has a strong peak at the
Fermi level due to edge states41 and has blunt maxima more
or less at61.2b, while the latter has no edge states and has
sharp maxima at6b. This is in agreement with earlier re-
sults at the zigzag and armchair edges of nanotubes and rib-
bons: zigzag edges have edge states and armchair edges do
not.40–42

Since the DOS of a system is equal to the sum of all
~orthogonal! LDOS, and since in a large cone the amount of

carbon atoms that are locally graphene like is much higher
than the amount of atoms close to the apex or close to the
edge, one can expect that in the limit of an infinite cone, the
DOS converges towards that of graphene. In Fig. 5~a! the
DOS of a ~5,5! cone ~solid line! and the graphene sheet
~dashed line! are compared. A scaling of 1.2 was applied to
the energies of the graphene sheet to fit the DOS of the cone;
the necessity for this scaling is not surprising considering
that two different basis sets and two different methods, VWN
and LB94 functionals for an infinite system and the B3LYP
functional for a finite system, were used. The two profiles
agree quite well, especially for the occupied orbitals. Similar
structures are obtained for (n<4,r>4) and (n>5,r>3). So
the DOS of an infinite cone, which equals that of graphene,
can be recognized already for small cones. In the DOS there
are some peaks and dips recognizable that are labeled from A
to F. Peak C cannot be explained by the DOS of graphene,

FIG. 5. Density of states for a~5,5! cone~solid line! as compared to infinite
graphene~dashed line!: ~a! total density of states,~b! s-local density of
states, and~c! p-local density of states. The LDOS of the cone was obtained
on atom 7. The peaks are labeled A–E and F for the dip. A scaling of 1.2 for
the horizontal axis was applied to the DOS of graphene to fit the DOS of the
cone. For the vertical axis in each case a scaling was applied so as to obtain
near coincidence of the Fermi region.
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but the origin of this peak will be revealed later.
The s-LDOS andp-LDOS have been calculated for ev-

ery inequivalent atom of the cone. As was pointed out by
Tersoff and Haman,43 the tip for STM experiments can be
modeled quite well with ans orbital. The interaction of thiss
orbital, when it is located above a carbon atom of the cone,
will be larger with ap orbital that is perpendicular to the
plane formed by its three neighbors than with ans orbital or
an in-planep orbital. So the tip will be most sensitive for
p-LDOS and much less fors-LDOS.

For nonplanar structures there is no symmetry ground
for the separation of the LDOS ins andp. In order to study
the effect of curvature on the LDOS we define the following
curvature index:

j i5

E
EF2~DE/2!

EF1~DE/2!

rs,i~E!dE

E
EF2~DE/2!

EF1~DE/2!

rs,i~E!dE1E
EF2~DE/2!

EF1~DE/2!

rp,i~E!dE

,

with rs,i (rp,i) the s-LDOS ~p-LDOS! on atomi. We have
takenDE50.30 Hartree. For graphene, this will yield almost
zero, since the integration region is well within thes gap.

In Fig. 7j i has been plotted versusu for the (n,4) cones.

In the extreme case ofn53, u51, the contributions ofs-
andp-LDOS around the Fermi level are almost equal, so in
this case the labelss andp are hardly meaningful. But one
can see that the curvature effect diminishes whenu is larger
and whenn is larger. Atu57 the curvature effect has almost
disappeared. So from a pragmatic point of view, one can still
use these symmetry labels. Atoms with the same row number
have about the same curvature index.

1. Far from the defect or the edge

Since the LDOS is a local property, it is expected that
the LDOS far away from the defect or the edge always has
the same form, independent ofn and the precise position of
the atom, and that this has a similar shape as the LDOS of
infinite graphene. In Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! the s-LDOS and
p-LDOS of graphene~dashed line! and of atom 8 of the~5,5!
cone are shown. The similarity between the LDOS of
graphene and of the cone for the occupied orbitals is obvi-
ous. An important deviation is that following the graphene
results, peakE should be mainly ofs character, while the
results of the cone predict that peakE is of p character.
Furthermore, in Fig. 8~a! the s- and p-LDOS of the same
atom is given. It is clear that there is nos-LDOS in a wide
region of 4 eV below the Fermi level until 6 eV above it
while the p character is dominant there, which is as ex-
pected. At 210 eV, the p-LDOS drops almost instanta-
neously to zero, a feature which is consistent with the tight-
binding LDOS of graphene shown in Fig. 6~a!. The LDOS of
unoccupied states is quite different from what tight-binding
calculations predict; while the latter predict that thep-LDOS
is symmetric around the Fermi level, this is clearly not true
for our DFT calculations. The density ofp states rises first,
but drops then to a minimum at112 eV. After this thep
density rises again to reach a maximum at116 eV. At 111
eV, so more or less when thep states are at a minimum,
there is a very intense maximum ofs character.

2. Edge carbon atoms

The LDOS of atom 13 and atom 15 of the~5,5! structure
are shown in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!, respectively. There is one
extra smallers peak at16 eV and this explains the presence

FIG. 6. Tight-binding LDOS of~a! graphene,~b! a zigzag edge carbon atom
of half-infinite graphene, and~c! an armchair edge carbon atom of half-
infinite graphene. A broadening ofv50.002ubu has been applied to make the
central peak of~b! visible.

FIG. 7. The curvature index vs the row number. The symbols refer to the
central polygon of the structure.
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of peak C. So peak C is due to an edge effect. This effect has
almost completely disappeared already for the neighboring
row of carbon atoms. Thep-LDOS does not show a sharp
band edge at the negative side but drops more smoothly, and
this is again consistent with the tight-binding LDOS at the
edge of a half-infinite graphene sheet. Thep-LDOS of atom
13, a zigzag edge atom, has very strong peaks around
HOMO and LUMO, while the LDOS of atom 15, which is
actually part of a small armchair edge, has no such strong
peaks. This is again in agreement with the tight-binding cal-
culations. The LDOS of atom 14~not shown here! has
smaller peaks around HOMO and LUMO, so the effect di-
minishes gradually when going fromAi to A' , like the Mul-

liken charge. As predicted by the tight-binding results, the
p-LDOS at the negative side reaches a higher value for the
armchair edge atom than for the zigzag edge atom.

3. Defect atoms

Now we analyze the LDOS in the neighborhood of the
defect. In Fig. 9 the LDOS’s of the apex atoms for~3,4!,
~4,4!, ~5,4!, and~6,4! are shown. Thes peak at 11 eV is less
intense and broader for this atom. At thes-band edge, there
is an isolatedp contribution, labeled G in Fig. 9, which
reduces to zero whenn is going from 3 to 6. This points to a
strong hybridization in the strained defect. The LUMO~la-
beledL! is also very high forn53 and decreases gradually
whenn increases. The HOMO~labeledH! increases whenn
is going from 3 to 5, but is again very low forn56. For n

FIG. 8. LDOS of a~5,5! cone at different atoms:~a! atom 8, bulk atom,~b!
atom 15, armchair edge atom,~c! atom 13, zigzag edge atom, and~d! atom
1, apex atom. Thin line:s-LDOS. ~Bold line! p-LDOS. Peak C, which is
absent in the DOS of graphene, can be identified as an edge effect, since it
appears only in~b! and ~c!.

FIG. 9. LDOS of apex atom for a:~a! ~3,4!, ~b! ~4,4!, ~c! ~5,4!, and~d! ~6,4!
cone: ~solid line! p-LDOS, ~thin line! s-LDOS. Indicated are the HOMO
~H!, the LUMO ~L!, and a state at the bottom of thes band~G!.
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56, the separation of thes andp character is already estab-
lished for the first atom because of symmetry reasons. For
the other cases we have small to large hybridization effects
when n is going from 5 to 3. Forn53, the hybridization
effects are so large that thes character is of the same order
as thep character, and only atu55 the characteristic picture
like Fig. 8~a! is more or less obtained.

It was predicted by Tamuraet al.3,4 and by Charlier and
Rignanese11 both using the recursive tight-binding method,
and by Shenderovaet al.,12 using an environment-dependent
tight-binding model, that a cone withn55 has a high LDOS
at the apex slightly below the Fermi level. Indeed one can
see a few enhanced peaks around the HOMO for~5,4!, but a
real large peak will probably emerge only for cones with
larger r.

Interestingly, the large LUMO forn53 can be compared
with the large peak slightly above the Fermi level for a cone
with three pentagons at the apex, as obtained by Charlier and
Rignanese.11 Although these cones are locally different, they
have the same cone angle and they belong to the same class
as defined by Klein,2 which means that the global ordering of
the hexagons is the same. This could mean that the LDOS at
the apex is determined more by the global shape of the cone
and less by the precise arrangement of the defects. Tamura
et al.,3,4 with Haydock’s recursive tight-binding method, and
Lammertet al.,6 with an analytic continuum model, predict
for n54 a high and symmetric LDOS at the apex at Fermi
level. While the HOMO ~LUMO! for n55(3) is much
higher than the LUMO~HOMO!, the HOMO and LUMO for
n54 are indeed comparable in density. Since we are dealing
with a finite system, there is no high LDOS between the
HOMO and LUMO, although there is a partially filled non-
bondingE orbital for a neutral (4,2j 11) system where one
can locate the Fermi level. We note in this respect that the
LDOS of an infinite cone with two non-neighboring penta-
gons at the apex connected with a bond, presented in Fig.
2~c! of Ref. 11, has a high LDOS at the Fermi level, while
the LDOS of an infinite cone with two pentagons connected
with a hexagon, presented in Fig. 2~d! of Ref. 11 has not.
The former cone is of the same class as a cone with a square
at the apex, which also has a high LDOS at the Fermi level;
while the latter belongs to a different topo-combinatoric
class. This suggests again that the LDOS at the apex of a
cone is determined for a great part by the class to which it
belongs and less by the precise arrangement and nature of the
defects. Therefore the expectation of Lammert and Crespi,
that the LDOS of a cone with a square, which they calculated
with a continuum model, will be comparable to that of a
cone with two pentagons very close to each other6 is not a
priori justified; in addition the class to which the cones be-
long is important.

In very recent works Osipovet al.7 and Pincak and
Osipov8 investigated some cones with a similar but not iden-
tical method as Lammert and Crespi.6 They reported a non-
zero LDOS at the Fermi level forn53 instead of forn54,
in contrast to the results by Lammert and Crespi. They
claimed that high LDOS at the Fermi level should then ex-
plain the high LDOS slightly above the Fermi level for a
cone with three pentagons as obtained by Charlier and

Rignanese11 using a tight-binding method. By comparing
with other results in the literature, i.e., the tight-binding cal-
culations forn54 in Refs. 3 and 4 and our own calculations
we conclude that the results by Lammert and Crespi are cor-
rect at the Fermi level, and it is not yet clear why the findings
by Pincaket al. are different.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The structures of several cones with a triangle, square,
pentagon, or hexagon at the apex have been optimized. It is
found that the out-of-plane distortion of the atom next to the
apex atom is larger than in a structure where all atoms lie on
a perfect cone, but globally the atoms still fit very well a
perfect conical surface, as opposed to the fold lines encoun-
tered in large highly symmetrical fullerenes. The typical dis-
tortions near the apex are determined mainly by the nature of
the defect and depend less on the overall size of the cone.
The cone angle of a finite nanocone converges much slower
with increasing size towards that of the corresponding infi-
nite nanocone when the central defect is a pentagon than
when it is a square or triangle. The edge always carries a
negative charge, but the next row of atoms is positively
charged which results in an electric double layer. Pentagons
are negatively charged when the cone is large enough. Sur-
prisingly, cones with a triangle carry their positive charge on
the atom next to the apex atom rather than on the apex atom
itself and cones with a square, when large enough, carry a
negative charge on the atom next to the apex atom. When
plotting the HBMO or LAMO of a certain rotational symme-
try versus cone size, one obtains a damped oscillation with
period two. These oscillations fall into two different classes
and within one class, the orbital energy becomes independent
of the symmetry type when the cone size is increased. The
gap is always determined by frontier orbitals of both classes,
which explains why it becomes independent of the type of
the central defect when the cone size increases. Exceptions
are forn51, where the gap is determined only by orbitals of
one class, and forn54, where the frontier orbitals have a
different behavior. The density of states of cones rather
quickly converges towards that of graphite when the size of
the cone is increased. The mixing ofp and s states in the
local density of states diminishes when the size of the central
n-gon is increased or when atoms are considered that are at a
larger distance from the apex. Thep part of the local density
of states at the edge of the cone does not show a sharp band
edge at the negative side but drops more smoothly, which we
explained by comparing with half-infinite graphene. Close to
the Fermi level there are edge states present for the zigzag
edge atoms but not for the armchair edge atoms. The LDOS
at the apex is dependent on the size of the centraln-gon;
whenn increases from 3 to 5, the LDOS at the HOMO rises
and the LDOS at the LUMO is lowered. By comparing our
DFT calculations to other works we can conclude that cones
belonging to the same topology class have a comparable
LDOS at the apex. Calculations on a range of different nano-
cones should be performed in the future to consolidate this
statement.
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